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black gas, white gas, gold gas, other gas. 

Auras of several colors began to radiate from George Han’s body and spread to the outer jade light. 

Then, the breath of all colors began to flow rapidly in the forward rotation of the jade light. 

Because the speed is so fast, the colorful lights mixed together at this time are simply fantastic and 

indescribable. 

It is like a lively fire burning cloud, like an oil painting carefully prepared by a master, and like a seven-

colored long rainbow decorated in the heavenly palace. 

What’s more terrible is that at this time, there are still bursts of crackling sounds from the walls in the 

palace… 

When the mercury man looked at the sound, he was stunned to find that the most surface above the 

wall in the palace at this time. The stone bricks have begun to fall off. 

This can’t help but make the entire person of Mercury stunned. You must know that all the materials in 

this are cold stones in the river. It is not necessary to say more about its hardness. 

George Han has also tested it with his body before. 

It was a tough guy who was enough to break George Han’s body, and the strength it could withstand 

was even more unimaginable. 

But unfortunately, at this moment, at this moment… 

it suddenly fell off on its own without any external force. 

This… how can this not make the Mercury people turn pale! 

“No, there is an external force.” 

Suddenly, when the Mercury Man saw that the falling walls did not fall to the ground, but instead 

floated in the air, he wanted to understand the reason. 

“Those…the external forces brought out by those colorful breaths of light.” 

The mercury man was completely stunned. It was just a little external force emanating from those 

breaths, but it was actually powerful enough to drop the surrounding stone bricks. Then… if this hit 

someone directly, what would that look like? Only the body has the ability and 

qualifications to bear it? 

The Mercurial Man doesn’t know, but he can be very sure that even if he restores his original body of 

true God at this time, he may not have the confidence to accept the full-speed impact of this force. 

Thinking of this, he suddenly couldn’t help laughing. 

“The legend of the rivers and lakes really has its own legend. If Zhang Guoshi has such power, he can 

indeed become the dominant existence among the three true gods.” 



“It’s just… it’s a pity that he didn’t have this life after all.” 

“So, My guess is not wrong. We became gods not because of our uniqueness, nor because of other 

things, but because of destiny!” 

“And this destiny is to become this kid’s wedding dress.” 

“The world is chaotic, so the world is in chaos. A new pure land has been derived, and he is this pure 

land, and we are actually just tools for planting seeds in this land 

, for him to be full of flowers and plants in the future, and build a new world of its own.” 

“Zhang Guoshi, you Did you hear this fool? You don’t have to carry a strong resentment, you, like me, 

should be relieved.” After the 

words were finished, the Mercury man smiled leisurely. After laughing, he looked at George Han, and 

suddenly stood up. Shout out loud. 

“The trend of heaven and earth, the new emperor ascends the throne, you and I are stones!” 

Along with his roar, the colorful and mottled jade light seemed to be greatly encouraged by George Han 

at this time, almost completely still in a state of response. His roar. 

boom! ! 

Immediately afterwards, the huge stone pillar burst apart with a muffled sound at this time, and the 

stones fell in an unusually neat manner like a landslide, slowly falling from top to bottom. 

But even 

if . Often, the trajectory of the fall will suddenly change from five meters away, and a twisted body will 

fall in another direction at an extremely unscientific angle. 

The mercury man stood there, the water all over his body shaking wildly at this time. 

There was no wind blowing or any squeezing, but his whole body seemed to be under the siege of a 

super hurricane. 

The Mercury Man was expressionless, just looking at George Han, but the corners of his mouth began to 

twitch slightly at this moment, and his knees began to tremble constantly at this time… 

It seems that there is an unnamed pressure that is forcing He knelt down with his knees bent. 

“Bang!” 

Suddenly, there was another huge explosion. When I raised my eyes, I saw that among the stone pillars, 

after the explosion, something emitting a yellow light was slowly rising from the pile of stones… 

“Moon Treasure!” 
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“Ah!” A 



scream, the next second, the body of Mercury slanted, and his knees finally couldn’t bear the invisible in 

this space The pressure, slammed, and knelt directly to the ground. 

At the same time, that force was frantically pressing down on the Mercury Man’s head to make him bow 

his head. 

In stark contrast to him, is the treasure of the moon wrapped in yellow light that is slowly rising among 

the waste rocks! 

It floated slightly in the air, and then slowly came to George Han. 

George Han was still standing slightly in the air, with divine light surrounding him while his eyes were 

closed. 

“Wow!” 

The yellow light of that thing completely disappeared in front of George Han, revealing its original body, 

a square box about ten centimeters long and wide. 

The box is made of metal, with a bronze color with a little black iron. Although the box is not large, 

it is exceptionally beautiful in shape, and the workmanship is extremely elegant. 

More importantly, the box is exceptionally strong, and a small lock in the center locks the entire box 

deadly. 

The Mercury Man is now extremely uncomfortable, and the water on his body is constantly falling to the 

ground drop by drop. 

However, even though it was so difficult, the Mercury people still completely persevered. 

“Ah.” 

He roared uncomfortably, and finally raised his head and looked at the box in front of George Han. 

His eyes were full of strange and complicated emotions, but a pair of pupils always stayed on the lock of 

the box. 

Yes, he really wanted to know how George Han would open the box next. 

That was when he spent a lot of time, exhausted the treasures he had acquired almost in his life, and 

searched for the 

rare locks made by experts. 

If the only key is not used, the lock will be firmly fastened on it, and it will not be able to be opened with 

all strength. He knows this better than anyone. 

Because, he has tried to do not know how many times. 

He has confidence in it. 



He still holds the key now, but at this time he did not reveal the whereabouts of the key. One is because 

the incident happened suddenly, and the other is because since the box has already arrived in front of 

George Han, he would like to see what George Han will do next. How will Qianhui open this box. 

He believes that this will definitely be the biggest trouble George Han has encountered so far. 

He is also looking forward to what kind of surprise George Han, who is enough to surprise him, will use 

to complete this difficult problem. 

Or maybe, from his point of view, this is the reward that he has 

spent his entire life getting, and he has paid too much for him, his everything, including his life. 

If this can be exchanged for some comfort, then he can be regarded as resting his eyes, and it can be 

regarded as giving him some comfort for the tragic second half of his life. 

So, he chose to wait… 

But, what he never knew was that besides the pair of eyes staring at George Han tightly at this time, 

there were actually two pairs of eyes, through the high moon palace, Through the layers of clouds and 

overcast clouds, look closely here. 

“Actually, I’m also very curious. Without the help of that guy’s key, how would George Han get the 

treasure of the moon?” The old sweeper smiled and said involuntarily. 

Bahuang Tianshu smiled and didn’t answer, but his eyes already showed that he was in fact 

exactly the same as the old sweeper’s attitude at this time. 

He was also curious. 

“As that guy thought, this lock is by no means easy. It’s small but it’s extremely powerful. Even if you 

and I want to open this lock, I’m afraid it will take a lot of time.” The old sweeper said softly. And the 

road. 

Bahuang Tianshu nodded and opened his mouth slightly: “Today, I can still use you and me as an 

example to compare him, what about in the future?” After the 

words were finished, the two smiled. 

The Eight Desolate Book of Heaven shook his head and pointed to the sky: “How to open it is not 

something we can think of, it will be arranged.” 

As the two put their eyes into the hall again, George Han had already closed his eyes for a long time. 

Suddenly, he suddenly opened his eyes. 

And along with a strange sound, only the mercury man let out an exclamation! 

“Huh…” 

 


